my interest in this book was learning more about anne sullivan's childhood. so much has been written about her as a teacher and so little about her life at home and then in tewksbury i understand that anne was reluctant to speak about this part of her life and the book of course is titled teacher it took me months to get through this, **anne sullivan annie Sullivan is a communications consultant**. anne has produced events and strategized publicity and marketing campaigns for publishers media outlets independent businesses and non profit organizations she offers a proven track record of launching highly effective publicity campaigns resulting in increased book sales, **anne sullivan death helen keller facts biography** - synopsis born on april 14 1866 in feeding hills massachusetts anne sullivan was a gifted teacher best known for her work with helen keller a blind and deaf child she taught to communicate, **anne sullivan biography childhood life achievements** - johanna anne mansfield sullivan macy better known as anne sullivan was a well known irish american teacher and a mentor to helen keller she went through a tough time as a child because her mother was suffering from frail health and her father was an alcoholic, **anne sullivan perkins school for the blind** - anne was born in april 1866 in feeding hills a village in western massachusetts she was the oldest child of thomas and alice sullivan immigrants who like thousands of their countrymen had left ireland during the great famine, **anne sullivan profiles facebook** - people named anne sullivan find your friends on facebook log in or sign up for facebook to connect with friends family and people you know log in or sign up anne sullivan murphy see photos studied at patricks beauty college anne sullivan see photos went to langdon high school anne sullivan see photos went to 18 pos g rlitz
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